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Goals

● How is Weston aligning teaching & learning to the new 
standards - while considering Next Generation assessment?

● How is Weston responding to our needs as illustrated from 
the District’s data points?



What’s Changed at the State Level?
● Learning standards have been revised to ensure that all 

students are successful after high school, either for college 
or for a career.

● The MCAS 2.0 is designed to measure these new learning 
expectations



Elementary Schools



K-5 Challenges

Writing



Opportunities
Professional Development 

● Grade level and Content Specific

● All faculty participation including SPED

● Three Thursdays per month 



English Language Arts

    This curriculum compels us to: 

● Learn important skills year by year;
● Practice regularly;
● In authentic ways . . .



The correlation between Stamina and MCAS

Lines Written # of Students Distribution of 
Scores

# of Students

1-5 11 1 11

6-15 53 2 51

16-20 21 3 20

21+ 15 4 18



English Language Arts

Student 
Work 

Analysis 
that  

Informs 
Instruction



English Language Arts
Professional Development

Writing:

● (Calkins) How do writers grow from year to year?  After this unit, my students are able to . . .
● (Calkins/MCAS) Big ideas: opening, closing, organization, purpose, relevance of evidence

Reading:

● Examined how test questions and the standards are aligned: the language of questioning. 
● Distribution of standards across the test questions and our performance. 
● Instructional implications for all of our students. 



The Language of Testing  &
. . . Analyzing our Performance by Standards



Math                                      Professional Development

Goals

● Enhance and Improve 
Constructed Responses

● Standards for Mathematical 
Practice #3

●
●                                           ~Collect and           
●                                              Analyze Data
●                                           ~Practice  
●                                              Keyboarding



Math                                               Curriculum Highlights



Math                                                        Work Analysis



Science Professional Development

● Targeted PD on new science 
curriculum, as well as integration 
of math and technology into 
science & engineering content.

● Feedback collected from each 
session helped fine-tune teacher 
needs.

● Modeling lessons and strategies 
to improve science writing



Science Curriculum
● New science curriculum emphasizes Writing in Science in order for students to 

be writing in science from Grade K through Grade 5 year long.  
● Use of “probes”  to encourage “engaging in argument from evidence & 

constructing explanations”

 “The reason I like them so much is they basically double up the amount of writing my students do – instead of just working on writing compositions in 

writing class, they’re ALSO writing in science.  Double the writing time!  And, the writing is so much more meaningful to them since it’s often describing 

what they’re seeing or doing/have done.  It supports executive functioning skills in real time because they have to 1) keep track of their steps, 2) find 

ways to organize their information (that isn’t handed to them on a worksheet, which they won’t internalize).  Finally, the fact that the pressure isn’t on to 

make a “final product” out of their notebooks eases anxiety over spelling, craft, etc. – it’s getting their pencils to paper and producing writing without the 

pressure of a final product.

Win win win!” -G4/5 Special Education Teacher



Science Work Analysis

“The Slice”

● For the “new” Science 
MCAS, students will also 
receive questions that 
focus on Science & 
Engineering Practices

● During the 2017-18 school 
year, work has begun on 
looking at student work 
K-5 and identifying what 
practices we are observing 
so that during the 2018-19 
school year, we can re-tune 
our curriculum & teaching



Digital Literacy and Computer Science Professional
Development

Identify
Evaluate
Select
Adapt 
Create

Digital 
Flexibility



Secondary



New Standards 
New Assessments
Challenges and Opportunities in the era of MCAS 2.0 - Secondary



English 6-8 - Reflections on 2017 
● Platform on which students take test has changed -- paper to iPad to 

Chromebook. 
● New test structure:

○ Return to many more traditional multiple choice questions as compared to prior 2-part 
questions on PARCC

○ “Essay” questions -- narrative, expository, analytical -- expectations for length and content

● Limited prep materials released by DESE prior to testing 
○ Computer-based practice materials still aligned with PARCC

● Best outcomes at 7th grade overall -- in top 10 in MA for All Students
● Gaps between All Students and Students with High Needs and Students with 

Disabilities unacceptably large across all grades
● Greatest area of uniform weakness:  essays



English 6-8:  Planning with the Standards in Mind
● All WMS teachers provided with access to their students’ MCAS outcomes to 

identify strengths and weaknesses in relation to State Standards -- Nov. 2017

● Departmental review of overall data, released items, and writing samples to 
identify greatest needs to address prior to 2018 testing -- Nov. 2017 

● English and Special Education teachers met for a full-day in-service to review 
outcomes and plan curricular approaches -- Feb. 2018.

○ Reviewed outcomes by sub-group and by Standard to identify key areas of weakness
○ Shared resources, especially from 7th grade work prior year
○ Planned work to occur in English classes and in SPED classes for even greater curricular 

alignment with Standards
○ Each team rep went back to grade-level/content team for further planning

● MCAS Bootcamps taking place in weeks leading up to testing
○ One of two ELA Bootcamp teachers attended in-service to align/differentiate work



Math 6-8 - Reflections on 2017 
● First time students have done MCAS 2.0
● Gap in performance at MS level for students with learning disabilities
● Limited information about the test until very late in the year
● Chromebooks worked well and the technology side of things went relatively 

smoothly.  Big improvement from PARCC trial a few years ago
● Some students adjust from doing math on paper to using a computer more 

easily than others
● Weston did relatively better on constructed response relative to the state as 

compared to multiple choice
● With Algebra for all 8th graders, retention is a bigger factor



English 6-8:  Highlights of Grade-level Work
● 6th grade:  

○ Analytical essay writing curriculum shifted to RWC classroom; English classes 
focused more time on narrative and expository, both scaffolded and on-demand

○ Both classes reviewing question types, how to respond, expectations for outcomes
● 7th grade:

○ All three writing formats fully integrated as part of curriculum
○ Question type review - applying standards-based learning to test questions

● 8th grade:
○ More practice of on-demand writing of all three writing formats 
○ Review of compare/contrast writing prompts -- nonfiction connected to texts

● All grades will undertake complete ELA Practice Test using Chromebooks
● Summer workshops occurring 2018 to plan further

      curricular adjustments to further alignment to Standards.



Math 6-8:  Planning with the Standards in Mind
● Close Examination of all released items from last year by teachers and careful 

review of these items with students (5 questions per grade)

● All students will complete the TestNav Tutorial using Chromebooks.   This will 
ensure they are comfortable using the math tools provided to them on the 
device they will be testing on.

● All students will complete the two grade level practice tests using 
chromebooks

● Careful review of 6-8 curriculum.  How can we be as closely aligned to 
standards and keep Algebra for all in 8th grade.

● MCAS Bootcamp by Phil Oates 

● Intensive MCAS prep in Topics classes



Math 6-8:  Highlights of Grade-level Work

● Exploring ways of getting student comfortable with doing math on a 
computer

● Currently doing a year long trial of different online math applications including 
mathspace, MathXL (Pearson product), IXL, Alcumus

● Major emphasis on differentiation in the classroom as well as clearly 
communicating solution process

● In 7th and 8th grade: whiteboards in the classrooms emphasize collaboration 
and communication of the solution process

● Careful departmental item analysis done of 2017 test items
● Training with Jo Boaler and Graham Fletcher



Grade 8 Science - Reflections on the Data

● Percentage of students scoring Adv/Pro has remained consistent since last 
year

● Weston outscores the State in every content category and every question type 
(MC and OR)

● Students with disabilities & African American/Black students score lower 
than peers

● Lowest scores are in the OR question type and in the Engineering/Technology 
content category



Grade 8: Science Planning with Standards in Mind
● MCAS Review in class spread out over multiple weeks, “MCAS Mondays” for different learning styles 

(new this year); Continued MCAS focused prep the week before testing in class; MCAS Bootcamp 
run by Justin Kankel after school

● Accommodation 20 sheet approved and used by these students since approval date & MCAS 
reference sheet used by all students from the beginning of the year

● MCAS questions used on assessments and with review materials as well as Google Forms for 
instant progress feedback/monitoring by teachers (new this year)

● Google survey of all students to determine weakest content area and teachers have developed 
mini-lessons for short wednesdays on this content (new this year)

● CER utilized for all open-ended writing assignments in Science (gr. 6 - 8)
● Infrastructure trial & Pearson MCAS tutorial program in March - all students know how to highlight, 

use the ruler, magnifier etc. and have been exposed to sample questions
● Design/Construction elective classes continuing to increase the coverage of 

Engineering/Technology content

Digital platform for Science *NEW for science, not for other 6-8 testing*



Physics (Grade 9):  Reflections on Data

● Double digit percentage increase in students scoring Adv/Prof this year
● Continued gap in scoring for Students with disabilities & African 

American/Black students
● Lowest scores in OR type questions
● Lowest scores in Electromagnetic Radiation & Waves content categories



Physics (Grade 9):  Planning with Standards in Mind

● Continued focused work in class on OR type questions
● OR and MC questions used on various assessments in class
● Accommodation 20 reference sheet approved and in use from beginning of 

year for these students
● MCAS reference sheet used from beginning of year for all students
● Final exam given, graded and passed back early so that a focused 

“bootcamp” can happen for each student in class before MCAS testing date

Next year, preparation will begin for digital 
assessment for Science MCAS at the High School.



Digital Literacy and Computer Science Curriculum

Digital Tools and CollaborationDTC
● Digital Tools 
● Collaboration and Communication
● Research

Computing and SocietyCAS
● Safety and Security
● Ethics and Laws
● Interpersonal and Societal Impact

Computing SystemsCS ● Computing Devices 
● Human and Computer Partnerships

● Networks
● Services 

Computational ThinkingCT
● Abstraction
● Algorithms
● Data

● Programming and Development
● Modeling and Simulation

Connecting / Creating / Abstracting / Analyzing / Communicating / Collaborating / Research

K-2 / 3-5 / 6-8 / 9-12



Digital Literacy and Computer Science Work Analysis


